
Shareholder-owned telecom companies have 
the stock management capabilities they need 
with MACC’s Accounting Master. The 
program’s stock functionality includes 
handling all of the crucial tax-related tasks 
required each year. 

Designed for telecom companies
Accounting Master’s Stock Module was 
developed for the exclusive use and needs 
of telecom companies. The stock module 
is easy to use and is built directly into 
Accounting Master. It gives companies the 
ability to have an unlimited number of 
shareholders and to offer company 
specific classes of stock. The module also 
supports the ability to manage holding 
companies. Its major processes are divided 
into three main areas. 

Dividends
The Stock Module tracks dividends due to 
all of a company’s stockholders. It can 
create dividend checks for printing or 
distribute payments electronically via ACH. 
It also processes and creates 1099-DIVs 
when needed for tax purposes. The 
module’s functionality includes special 
processing for the handling of dividends 
owned by estates. 

Transfers 
Transfers between stockholders are also 
managed by the Stock Module. This ability 
to manage transfers includes stock splits. 

Voting
The module has the ability to track and 

report on the results of shareholder votes. 
The ability to manage votes greatly 
simplifies this important shareholder-
related activity. 

Ready to learn more?
To learn more about Accounting Master’s 
Stock Module, and the many other 
benefits of the product, please 
contactyour MACC Client Relations 
Manager or National Sales Representative. 
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¨ Empowers your company to easily   
manage all stockholder related tasks

¨ Dividend checks can be created for printing or 
paid electronically

¨ Creates all needed forms for tax season

¨ Simplies processing of dividend transfers, 
splits and the handling of estates

¨ Makes it easy to hold and report on 
stockholder votes

Key Benefits
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